
WE ARE ALL NATURALISTS AND THESE ARE THE STORIES WE TELL 

Not just drifters 

 

Barrel jellyfish are the largest found on our shores and can grow to the 

size of dustbin lids giving them their other common name: dustbin-lid 

jellyfish. 

These amazing creatures feast on plankton drift in sea currents but also 

contract and relax their umbrella-shaped body to propel themselves 

through the water. Occasionally they stray too close to the shore and 

they wash up on our beaches. They have eight thick arms that have 

stinging tentacles surrounding hundreds of tiny mouths. The sting of the 

barrel jellyfish is not normally harmful to people but it is not a good idea 

to handle them in case you have sensitive skin. 
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Mistaken identity 

 

Common goose barnacles are sometimes found attached to floating 

debris washed up on our shores after winter storms. A type of 

crustacean they have long black stalks and smooth grey-white plates 

covering their head. The feed using feathery fronds (called cirri) which 

comb through the water to filter out tiny food particles. 

In the 12th century Scotland it was thought that barnacle geese 

developed from goose barnacles attached to floating branches. This 

medieval misunderstanding meant that the barnacle goose was 

classified as a fish and could be eaten on the many religious days when 

meat could not be consumed! 
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Empty purses 

 

The egg cases of sharks and rays are anchored to the seabed by spiral 

tendrils, or curled horns, until the tiny fish hatch and the empty leathery 

pockets drift onto the strandline as mermaids’ purses.  

Different egg laying sharks and rays have distinctly shaped egg cases. 

Black, square-shaped cases with horns in each corner belong to rays. 

Small black or golden rectangular cases with tendrils are produced by 

the dogfish, or cat shark. Similar in shape but more than twice as big 

and sturdy in construction is the egg case of the Bullhuss, or 

Nursehound, which migrates to shallow water to lays its eggs. 
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Race escapees 

 

Plastic ducks are frequently found on the strandline and provide clear 

evidence that much of the litter found on Solway beaches is washed 

down to the sea by burns and rivers.  

Duck races are a popular fund-raising activity but sometimes the ducks 

escape recapture. A rash of yellow ducks arrived on our coast with 

“World Record Duck Race Ireland 2006” printed on their chests. 150,000 

ducks were launched into the River Liffey, Dublin and some escaped and 

made their way into the Irish Sea eventually being washed up in 

Dumfries and Galloway and some travelling as far as Norway where 

plastic waste washed up on beaches often originates from Scotland! 
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Balloon heartbreak 

 

Balloons are associated with celebrations of all kinds but are a problem 

in our seas. At best a free flying balloon becomes litter; at worst it 

harms wildlife. Bobbing along on the seas surface a discarded balloon 

can be mistaken as a jellyfish by a leatherback turtle that has migrated 

great distances to arrive in the Solway in the search of its main food 

source.  

Plastic clean ups don’t solve the problem but can be used to draw 

attention to the issue and help drive positive change. Earlier this year 

the releasing of helium balloons outdoors on the Isle of Man was 

banned. 

 

 

 

 


